
Heard Museum Guild presents      
Mexico City!   Sept 5-11, 2017 
Tour Includes        
Three nights at the Grand Hotel of Mexico City. overlooking 
the Zocalo & three nights at the Fiesta Americana at Chapultapec Park. 
All breakfasts, three lunches, four dinners.  
All Transfers in CDMX, all Tour expense & baggage handling. 
 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Join Stephen Bernier of South of the 
Border Tours and Richard Ellis, 
longtime resident of Mexico, for a 
fabulous weeklong adventure to one of 
the most fascinating cities in the 
world…..Mexico City! 
 
Your time spent in Mexico City will be 
filled with the very best that the city 
has to offer.   We’ve chosen to stay at 
two of the finest hotels in the historic 
center of the city which offer the most 
advantageous locations.   The Grand 
Hotel of Mexico City is just steps away 
from the largest Zocalo in the world.  
Our second property is just steps away 
from the acclaimed Chapultapec Park.   
 
Highlights of the tour include a special 
walking tour of the Zocalo with Brad 
McBride, longtime resident of CDMX 
and economics professor at ITAM.  
Brad has a passion for Mexico City’s 
rich history, particularly the buildings 
with historic and cultural relevance.    
 
A full weekend at Chapultapec Park, 
the largest city park in the Western 
Hemisphere, featuring Chapultapec 
Castle, formerly the Imperial residence 
and the official residence of Mexican 
presidents until 1940. It is now the 
National Museum of History. Nearby 
is the Museum of Anthropology, one 
of the finest indigenous museums in 
the world.   
 
We also spend a day at Teotihuacan. 
The vast archeological complex 
northeast of the city that dates to 100 
BC and became the largest urban 
center in Mesoamerica at the epoch of  
Aztec control. 
 
This tour offers fabulous hotels and 
culinary experiences, incredible 
museums, fun and knowledgeable 
guides to assure you’ll never forget 
this wonderfully paced tour of this 
most amazing city.  Viva Mexico!!! 
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DAY 4  FRIDAY  
This morning, we depart the Zocalo 
aboard chartered bus for the Templo 
Mayor of Teotihuacan. A UNESCO World 
Heritage site has mysterious origins.  But 
we know the Aztecs saw these 
magnificent ruins and claimed common 
ancestry with the Teotihuacanos and 
adopted and modified aspects of their 
culture.  We return to CDMX in the late 
afternoon to check into the Fiesta 
Americana Chapultapec.  (B-L-D)  
 
DAY 5   SATURDAY  
Today we will visit Chapultapec Park.  
Inhabited and held as a special place since 
the Pre-Colombian era when it became a 
retreat for Aztec rulers.  Measuring almost 
1700 acres, today  
it’s considered one of the megalopolis’ 
most important “lungs”.  Featuring 
Chapultapec Castle and the Museum of 
Antropology, the National Zoo and the 
Rufino Tamayo Museum.  (B) 
 
DAY 6     SUNDAY  
Today is your day to explore.  Revisit the 
sights you missed in Chapultapec Park or 
enjoy the Bicimundo, car free day when 
Paseo de la Reforma is closed to traffic and 
opened up to bicyclists. Tonight, our 
farewell dinner at popular local eatery.  (B-
D) 
 
DAY 7    MONDAY 
After breakfast, a transfer to the airport for 
flights home.  (B) 
 
 
 

 
                              

DAY 1  TUESDAY 
Arrive in Mexico City International 
Airport and transfer to the Grand Hotel of 
Mexico City.  Welcome dinner and 
orientation at the hotels’ rooftop 
restaurant overlooking the Zocalo.  (D) 
 
DAY 2  WEDNESDAY 
Today is spent dedicated to the Zocalo. It 
has been a gathering place since the time 
of the Aztec, having been the site of 
swearing in of viceroys and  royal 
proclamations. We’ll spend the day 
exploring the Templo Mayor, which 
according to Aztec legend, was considered 
the center of the universe. In addition we’ll 
tour the Cathedral and National Palace 
featuring famous murals of Diego Rivera. 
(B-L-D). 
 
DAY 3  THURSDAY 
Today we will visit the neighborhood of 
San Angel, a recently named Barrio Magico 
quaint neighborhood cobblestone streets, 
plazas, gardens and several fantastic 
museums. Here you can find one of the 
finest arts and crafts markets where the 
talented artisans sell hand craft art pieces 
of all kinds. Also we’ll spend time in 
Coyoacan,  featuring fabulous mercados, 
cafes, galleries and museums, including the 
Freida Kahlo Museum.    (B,L) 
 
 


